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Abstract. Compromised interface bonds in structural components can lead to premature
loss of structural integrity. Such defects are very difficult to detect using traditional acoustic
inspection techniques. We assess the ability of linear ultrasonic Non-Destructive Testing
(NDT) methods to detect or differentiate between weak-kissing bonds from healthy ones, by
using a set of contaminated and non-contaminated bonds. An Ultrasonic Array Transducer
(UAT) enables increased informational content, hence they have been used to detect and
differentiate compromised bonds. Considerable research has been made into detecting weak
bonds, but a practical, cost effective and industrially applicable solution remains elusive. The
key problem is the signal changes are small, therefore we have developed an iterative testing
methodology, in which the experimental variation in each of the following steps is significantly
reduced: Sample Preparation; Data Acquisition; Imaging[1, 2]; Feature Analysis[3, 4];
Characterization/Classification; Interpretation. Our research addresses the issues related to
UAT measurement techniques, specifically Full Matrix Capture (FMC)[1, 2] and Total Focusing
Method (TFM)[1, 2], Scattering Matrix(derived) [3, 4] extraction in time domain, and other
related or derived methods. Here the optimization of bondline imaging, resulting in higher
quality and coherence of the imaging, is presented and discussed.

1. Introduction
1.1. Literature Review
The use of adhesives to bond components is becoming increasingly widespread, especially in
aerospace and automotive industries. Despite some disadvantages such as cost and production
issues (i.e. high curing pressure and temperatures)[5], bonding has the capacity to accommodate
many benefits[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] such as: reduced weight, increased stress dissipation, eliminating
the need for riveting[12], thermal insulation, electrical insulation, resistance to corrosion (or
specifically galvanic corrosion) which is of particular importance for corrosive environments.
Other advantages, relative to traditional methods such as riveting or mechanical fastening,
overcome the increased weight, cost and possibly production time limitations.
There is an ever-increasing need for more accurate Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) procedures
for detecting weak-kissing bonds, particularly vital for applications in structural and high load
components. In service or during production differentiating between various types of defects
such as those, would enable rapid rectification and prevent future reoccurrence. The academic
literature considers various interpretations of what a kissing bond (or extremely weak bond)
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is[13, 14]. But for the purposes of this study, if a bond only contains a fraction of its intended
strength, whatever geometry or mode of stress that may be in, then the extreme weakness (e.g.
only 20% of its intended load bearing capacity) will be referred to as ”kissing” or weak bond. A
common method to induce this defect is by using contaminants on the bond[15], but this does
not necessarily yield consistent results or imply (or guarantee) a kissing bond[16, 17, 18, 19].
Nevertheless, the contamination approach will be sufficient for this study. Various imaging
and measurement methods have been tested for weak bond detection[6]. Broadly the methods
can be categorized into linear and non-linear NDT methods. Among the linear methods, the
most widespread approach utilizes normal incidence longitudinal waves, typically generated by a
single monolithic probe. The effectiveness of normal incidence longitudinal waves to detect weak
bonds has been assessed by several authors[20, 13, 21]. Their findings indicate that under higher
contact pressure the defects are undetectable. To overcome this limitation higher frequency Cscans with sharp focus, as used by Nagy[20] and later by Vine[22], have been demonstrated
to have increased sensitivity. Later work by Brotherhood[13, 21] indicates that this approach
is viable, but has lower sensitivity compared to the non-linear modalities that were assessed.
In particular, solid-solid contact kissing bonds were more sensitive to the variation in applied
loading, in comparison to a liquid layer type of kissing bond.
Oblique incidence longitudinal wave and shear wave techniques have also found widespread
industrial use in various applications. Typically, 2 or more transducers are inclined at equal
and opposite angles for a transmit-receive configuration[23]. This type of NDT interrogation
has been suggested to be one of the most promising in terms of sensitivity[23, 24, 25]. Proper
alignment of the angles is of critical importance for the effectiveness of this approach, which
is confirmed by a number of authors[22, 26, 24, 27, 20, 13, 21] who have examined the various
modal options: the longitudinal-shear (LS) mode; shear-shear (SS); (SL) or the (LL) at an
angle. Those modalities have been studied and results indicate that they have much higher
sensitivity to weak bonds than normal incidence (LL) mode, however experimental challenges
with positioning (critical angle) and coupling, could potentially be an issue in an industrial
setting. Attempts have been made to achieve better coupling using EMATs[28, 21], however the
lower signal to noise ratio leading to decreased sensitivity, could limit its industrial applicability.
Another significant approach to defect detection is Ultrasonic Spectroscopy, also referred to
as Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy (RUS). It utilizes resonant frequencies and the effects
of constructive/destructive interference based on the geometry of the joint[28]. This method
involves measurement of shift or change of the (Gaussian) shape of the natural frequency due to
energy transfer to harmonics after insonifying the structure using a wideband tone-burst(s)[29].
This approach is very susceptible to bondline thickness variation, resulting from manufacturing
limitations, as opposed to defect induced changes in natural frequency due to the adhesive
properties. Furthermore, it will not be suitable for thin samples, similar to the ones used in this
study (see subsection 2.1).
Lamb waves have also been used to characterize bonding defects[28, 30, 31]. Here Lamb or
Lamb-like waves are propagated along the surfaces or interfaces and thus velocity and wavelength
are sensitive to boundary conditions[32], which is used to quantify the defect. Alternatively,
they can be used to measure material properties related to the state of the bond[33, 30], such as
attenuation, material velocity, material stiffness, reflection/transmission coefficients etc. They
can also be used in combinations of modes and be guided, which allows for detection of volumetric
defects along the bond. Tomography maybe need to produce an image using Lamb waves or
guided waves, but in terms of imaging or visualization, arrays have the advantage as being able
to image reliably faster, using smaller wavelengths, thus producing higher special resolution
images. Furthermore, when Lamb/Lamb-like or shear waves propagated along the structure
are used to measure the adhesive properties, the estimations will be averaged[34], whereas with
arrays the measurements could be spatially localized.
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Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) makes use of guided waves using Lamb-like modes or
other types of modes, such as Shear wave (S-wave)/ horizontally polarized shear-wave (SHwaves)[35] modes. The difference here, is that reception and optionally emission equipment
would almost always be embedded in the structure or permanently attached to it. This allows
progressive monitoring over time and with a sufficiently distributed reception locations allows
for imaging[36] using suitable algorithms (e.g. SAFT).
Other major approaches towards defect characterization include non-linear ultrasonic NDT
methods[1, 37], which can be broadly categorized as into higher harmonic measurement (super
harmonic), sub harmonic measurement, frequency mixing techniques and non-linear ultrasound
spectroscopy. The general principle involves the generation of higher harmonics at higher input
amplitudes. The non-linear response of the system, as the acoustic pulse passes through the
bondline, is measured in terms of energy transfer from the base frequency to the higher or
sub harmonics[1], absolute measurement of the amplitude of the harmonics or amplitude ratios,
referred to as dimensionless non-linear parameters[37]. Those non-linear effects can be induced
with all of the above-mentioned modalities at higher energy levels. Despite being potentially
more sensitive, the reliable detection of the higher harmonics is difficult, as the non-linear effects
could be very small in amplitude and thus overwhelmed by noise resulting from experimental
variation. Nevertheless, linear methods are compatible with non-linear methods[1], which can
potentially extend the testing procedure described in section 2.
Some other methods involving X-Ray based NDT[28, 5], shearographic/holographic
inspection[5, 28] and novel methods for like Laser Ultrasonics[28, 38] are described in the
literature, however they remain outside of the scope of this study.
1.2. Overview
Conventional NDT methods are not sufficiently sensitive to detect and differentiate bonding
strength for regular use in industrial applications. Most of the research has been focused on single
monolithic probes, where in most cases the authors would perform imaging and/or measurement
of properties, but not classification or discrimination of the underlying data using classifiers on
larger number of measurements. Phased Ultrasonic Array Transducer (UAT) based approaches
provide more detailed information (FMC see section 2.2 & 2.4), potentially combining the
benefits of incident wave and shear wave methods as well as non-linear array measurements. In
UAT measurements the problem of coupling and angle alignment is overcome by the availability
of multiple transducer elements at fixed optimized imaging distance. Therefore, the ability to
input sound over a range of angles offers significant benefits, which could lead to possibly better
testing performance.
The total Focussing Method (TFM) was selected as the imaging algorithm because a number of
authors[3, 39, 40] indicate that it has superior imaging capability compared to a conventional
C-scan. It should be noted that TFM is an UAT only algorithm, which naturally utilises the full
amount of data available in the FMC. Therefore, a direct comparison may not be appropriate,
as TFM and monolithic high-power probe imaging algorithms (such as B-scan/C-scan) differ
categorically on number of criteria including: transducer power, number of elements N , focal
lengthen, number of A-scans, number of A-scan contribution per pixel and other.
Bond characterization will be studied by classification of features extracted by a Scattering
Matrix (SM) derived method (see 2.4). The TFM algorithm closely links with the SM methods,
as both share the underlying focal law matrix which is used for amplitude extraction from FMC
time-domain data (see 2.3 & 2.4). Historically these methods have been used for volumetric
defects such as cracks[41], this could potentially explain disproportionate lack of weak bond
detection attempts using TFM or SM in the literature. More studies are required for a better
understanding of the true potential of UAT characterization and this study addresses the issue
of reducing the experimental variation in the overall testing procedure in section 2, which is
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done to potentially maximise the ability to detect kissing bonds. This study focuses on the
optimization of the imaging step (i.e. 3rd step in section 2) as the subsequent processing and
classification are highly dependent on achieving accurate imaging localization. The subject of
the optimization routine are the parameters necessary for generating the focal law matrix and
the results from these optimization routines are presented in section 3.
2. Experimental Procedure - preparation, measurement and processing
Here we summarize the overall testing and processing chain, subsequently we discuss the
individual applications and limitations. Using a generalized testing methodology allows us to
validate a comprehensive approach by producing a small set of samples. This framework allows
us to be flexible and develop the method in a generalizable way to accommodate potentially more
complex testing scenarios. The generalized testing methodology is outlined in the following 6
steps:
Step 1: Manufacture 2.1 - preparation of a sample set of clean and contaminated bond samples
Step 2: Data Acquisition 2.2 - acquiring FMC in a consistent manner using immersion
Step 3: Imaging 2.3 - imaging the bondline using TFM
Step 4: Feature Analysis 2.4 - extraction of classification features using SM
Step 5: Characterization/Classification 2.5
Step 6: Interpretation 2.5 - generating consensus results from various classifiers
The 6 methodological steps outlined the general testing approach, this is illustrated in Figure 1.
The benefits (see subsection 1.2) of data optimization techniques applied on defect imaging is
highlighted in our result and discussion section 3.

Figure 1: Methodology Visualized: a) Schematic representation of the experimental set-up
with simple 2 layered sandwich structure. b) Imaging parameter optimization. c) Schematic of
classified extracted scattering matrix(derived) features.

2.1. Step 1: Sample Preparation
Two single layered aluminium plates as shown in Figure 1 a) and Figure 2 are bonded in a
sandwich structure with Araldite Huntsman 2014 - 2-part epoxy adhesive. Separators were used
at the edges of the bond to ensure consistent bond thickness of 0.325mm along the length of the
sample. An additional layer (< 100µm) of Castrol Care Cut ES1 lubricating oil was used as a
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contaminant on half of the samples. The sample set includes 4 samples in total, with adhesive
thickness of 0.3mm, which aims to match a more realistic bondline condition as used in actual
industrial applications. A simple design is easy to assemble consistently. The premise is that
quality examination of a simple case will assess the capability of the methodology, which could
be adapted for more complex bond scenarios in the future.

Figure 2: Sample side view schematic of the sample

2.2. Step 2: Data Acquisition
A 5Mhz 64 Element Imasonic UAT with PeakNDT MicroPulseFMC array controller was used
for data acquisition. The Full Matrix Capture (FMC)[1, 2] was acquired at 200Volts, with
a 100MHz sampling frequency and with 16bits depth quantization resolution. The hardware
amplification of the reception signal is at +19dB gain. The acquisition settings are constant
throughout the acquisition process for all FMC frames. The values are set such that the highest
signal to noise ratio is achieved without signal distortion throughout all FMC frames.
Initially the acquisition was performed by hand using a water-based gel Sonagel from Sonatest
for coupling between the UAT surface and the sample’s surface, but this approach did not yield
consistent coupling results due to coupling variation, inconsistent pressure and gel sticking.
Consistent coupling was achieved (see gain profile in Figure 3) by using a manual array
positioning assembly (see Figure 4), where the sample and the array are immersed in a water
bath and both surfaces were in contact.
2.3. Step 3: Imaging
The first stage of the data analysis here is imaging the bondline. This includes accurate
determination of the position and thickness of the bondline separating the two aluminium plates.
Imaging through TFM[1, 2] (also 1.2) requires a focal law vector to be computed for any given
pixel. The focal laws determine the precise contribution from each A-scan in the FMC for a
given pixel as shown in Equation 1.
I (r) =

X
i,j∈E



g(i,j) t(i,j)

1
= (di (r) + dj (r)) + td
v






(1)

where I is the pixel intensity, located at position vector r. di and dj are the distances defined
by the vector paths from transmit element i to point r and respectively receive element j to r.
The TFM algorithm in Equation 1 sums all contributions from transmit-receive pairs i, j for all
elements E ≡ [1 : N ], where N = 64. The contribution from A-scan g(i,j) from the full FMC, is
determined by the correct focal law time t(i,j) based on the (signal) ray path from the location
of elements i, j and position vector r, and the velocity of sound in the medium v. Using all
combinations of i, j, all t(i,j) values can be arranged into vector or matrix form, which we also
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Figure 3: The logarithmic raw FMC gains (top plot) shows the
acquisition gain profile for a single FMC test, where the line shows
the maximum amplitude per channel. The highlighted in red top
points represent the transmit and receive pair for the same element
and indicate approximately uniform gain and coupling profile. Gain
refers to the raw signal level as received by the array controller.
”Amplitude” is the is a normalized voltage from [−1 to 1]. A single
A-scan from the FMC is shown on the bottom plot. The highest
peak indicates the reflection from the interface between the inner
back-wall and top of the bondline.

Figure 4:
The image
shows the UAT holder
used for immersion contract acquisition.

refer to as the focal laws (law matrix). td is the time-delay parameter that we aim to optimize
along with the velocity of the medium v.
As mentioned in subsection 1.2, the focus of this paper is the optimization of this step, which
outlines the focal laws t(i,j) and the parameters involved in the optimization procedure td and v.
The optimization is needed to compensate for varying coupling conditions or fixed discrepancies.
td and v can be adjusted in order to produce images that better represent the internal sample
geometry. The time delay parameter td compounds all sources of electromechanical delay and
accounts for the adjustment needed to determine exactly when the acoustic pressure front enters
into the medium with the prescribed velocity v. The electronics of the array controller and the
characteristics of the transducer array are responsible for the fixed component of td , which should
be constant and consistent between FMC acquisitions. The variable part of the compound time
delay refers to the variation in coupling conditions (i.e water/gel layer thickness) and potentially
significant surface roughness, discussed in subsection 2.2. Additionally, it is noted that td is an
average measure, for all transducer array elements, accounting for the previously described
effects.
2.4. Step 4: Feature Analysis & Feature Extraction
Various types of processing are applied to prepare the raw FMC data into a classifiable feature
set, which is necessary in order to approach the bond characterization as a machine learning
challenge. Starting with the acquisition, the FMC sets are imaged and localization of points of
interest is accomplished through TFM. Features from those points are extracted for classification
as amplitude and phase through the Scattering Matrix (SM)-derived method [3, 4] in the time
domain. The method would extract the scattering amplitudes at given focal locations and
6
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thus form a normalized matrix of reflection coefficients of longitudinal waves at various angles.
Various levels of energy loss, due to shear wave mode conversion, is expected to be encoded
depending on the condition of the bondline. An example of such a scattering matrix can be found
in Fig.2 in [4]. Although not used here, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is a technique
that could be used for dimensionality reduction[4].
Here we outline the main concepts of the feature extraction routine, further details will be
presented in future publications as it is not the focus of the current study. Three specific bond
TFM locations are used to describe the feature space: bond top interface, bond middle, and
bond bottom interface. Those locations are visualized in figures 5a & 5b, midpoint of top(red)
line, between top(red) and bottom(yellow) lines and middle of yellow line respectively represent
the three locations formerly outlined.
The most informative features for characterization can be selected using the Fischer criterion
given in Equation 2. It is computationally efficient to test different processing options, as
well as to determine optimal location for feature extraction to be used. Also known as Fischer
Discriminant Ration, it quantifies the discrimination between any two feature sets, thus measures
the separability of any given batch of feature data before actual classification. For the purpose
of this study, the ratio is used to determine if the optimization improves the overall separability
of the feature sets between the different samples.
F = (m1 − m2 )2 /(s21 + s22 )

(2)

Where ”m” represents the means of any two feature sets indexed 1 and 2. ”s” represents the
within cluster variance of a feature set. Each feature within the set is the vectorized scattering
matrix, as noted earlier, additional processing could be used if relevant. The aim is to optimize
all processes such that the Fisher ratio ”F ” is maximized. The optimized imaging should reduce
the experimental variation, hence as the denominator of Equation 2 becomes smaller, ”F ” will
increase along with the discriminative capability of the better localized feature set. When the
feature space is smaller it is important to have a greater criterion value, such as F > 2, in the
original or processed (e.g. PCA) space. With larger feature spaces a lower F value would be
acceptable for most features, if there is at least one pair allowing for highly descriptive feature
clustering or some of the features individually have higher fisher criterion.
2.5. Step 5: CharacterizationClassification
Once the data is sufficiently discriminative it is relatively straight forward to test simple
classification routines, as there are various types of classifiers available for different kinds of
data sets[42]: Linear Classifiers including Logistic Regression or Naive Bayes Classifier, nonlinear regression or high dimension separation surfaces Support Vector Machines, Decision Trees,
Neural Networks, Nearest Neighbour, k-means clustering and others. Currently only a linear
classifier is used for classification, due to the generally high dimensional space of N 2 , where
the number of array elements is N = 64. The use of simple classifier along with high fisher
ratio, should ensure that the classification results are much less likely to be misinterpreted
or incorrectly used. With N 2 = 4096 features in the original classification feature space the
classifier is highly under-determined (under-constraint). Vector distance away references metric,
in this case the testing set means, has been used as the simplest feature reduction option. Also,
PCA transformation or sub-aperture averaging are some of the options that have been explored,
however the classification results have been found to be higher in the original full feature space
with a specific set of testing parameters. This is likely due to the higher fisher criterion by small
number individual features.
The 6th and final step involves the interpretation of the classification results and the combination
of different classifiers or locations to assess the consensus state of the bondline both qualitatively
and quantitatively.
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3. Results & Discussion
The TFM was used to image the bondline in the experimental sample. The imaging was done
at the same central location for the bondline for sample 1 as shown in 5a & 5b from the 15mm
and 10mm layer sides respectively.

(a) TFM image of the bondline from the 15mm layer.

(b) TFM image of the bondline from the 10mm layer.

Figure 5: For both images the velocity of Aluminium v = 6300m/s and the time delay td = 0.
The green dotted line shows the estimated incline of the imaged bondline where a,c,theta are
the gradient, intercept and angle respectively. The star(focus) below the incline line shows the
peak of the bottom of the adhesive layer. [+Lin]max|I| indicates the maximum value of the
linear scale and the colour-bar indicates the percentage of the intensity.
The figures show significant difference between the actual and the imaged location of the bondline. The 15mm line is imaged at 16.32mm resulting in 1.32mm (8.8%) error. The 10mm line is
imaged at 11.46mm resulting in 1.46mm (14.6%) error, which may lead to inaccurate localization and feature extraction.
To compensate for this discrepancy in the image the focal laws have been used to account for
additional delays and errors such as: possible time delay in the equipment, time of flight in
the coupling layer and uncertainty in the material dependent acoustic velocity. Uniform gain
profile, as discussed in subsection 2.2, should provide a consistent FMC, however there is not an
exact method for computing the thickness of the coupling interface or the effects of the pressure
between the array and the sample surface. We suspect that the water coupling interface layer
has significant influence on the time delay parameter. Water has a velocity of 1450-1498m/s at
room temperatures 20◦ C to 25◦ C, which is just over 4 times slower than the velocity of sound
in aluminium. Time taken for receiving the first reflection is typically used to measure the
thickness of the water layer in immersion testing when there is distance between the sample and
the array surface, however in our case the water layer is too thin for this approach to be viable.
The signal self-interference (cross-talk) prevents reflections from sources immediately next to
the array surface being accurately isolated. Since TFM(Equation 1) sums the contribution from
a large number of A-scans, accurate focal laws should focus the image, maximize the localization
accuracy and reduce the point spread of the interface. The parameters that we optimize for are
the velocity v and the time-delay td . There are other types of optimizations that are discussed
8
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by Hunter[3], where the interface is curved or flat at an angle. Here we assume the surface of the
sample is flat, although the optimization should be viable for non-flat surfaces as well. A small
imaging tilt (> 0.60 deg) has been observed in some of the experiments, however with careful
alignment of the array coupling and uniform gain profile, the tilt is mostly corrected for during
the data acquisition stage.

3.1. Optimization cost function, parameter space and optimization routine
The optimization of the ti,j focal laws (Equation 1) is accomplished using a region of interest
in which the artefacts of interest are expected to be found (e.g. the adhesive layer imaged in
figures 5a,5b,8a & 8b). Generally, the two fundamental components in any optimization routine
are method and criterion. Here the method is to minimize a criterion, which is shown by the
cost function in Equation 3.
f (td , v) = − max(processn (tf m(F M C, f ocalLaws(td , v, F M C), R, S)))

(3)

where f (td , v) is the minimization (cost) function, which is optimized for a given experimental
F M C data set as described in subsection 2.2. The f ocalLaws() function computes the focal
law matrix ti,j , based on the input time delay td , the input speed of sound in the material v
and the FMC(Equation 1). The processn () uses the full TFM image data to process the TFM
or extract the profile within the region of interest, denoted by the coordinate matrix R. The
S structure(matrix) denotes all additional settings and parameters necessary for the imaging
algorithm, in this case the pixel size being the most important additional parameter.
The processn () output is an image matrix, the maximum value is extracted through max() and
the negative sign reflects the function to ensure minimization can be applied to the cost function.
The optimization space is explored for one of the samples as shown in 6a and 6b.
The optimization of Equation 3 can be achieved through the use of Newton-Raphson
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However closer inspection of the cost function shown in Figure 7,
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reveals that cost function roughness will cause the optimization algorithm to get stuck into
a sub-optimum minimum. To address this issue the Newton-Raphson has been coupled with
GA(Genetic Algorithm) sequentially. First the GA attempts to get close to the maximum and
V:[6274.8] T:[-3.3725e-07] Z:[0.010644] erI:[63.3441] :ver(2)
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Figure 7: Close up view around the apex(maximum) of 6a & 6b, showing the uneven parameter
space surface.

after a particular threshold is reached the algorithm switches to Newton-Raphson. Without
sweeping the 2-dimensional input space for f (td , v) with every FMC, it cannot be guaranteed
with absolute certainty if the algorithm has indeed reached the optimum minima. It is not
computationally efficient nor practically viable to compute the full(bounded) input parameter
space, neither is it practical to optimize every FMC in real time imaging as it is computationally
intensive process. The algorithm can be made more efficient for real time optimization, but
presently, the post processing analysis confirms the direct measurements.
3.2. Results of the parameter optimization routine
8a & 8b show the optimized bondline image, computed with the default parameter values
given in figures 5a & 5b. The figures show much smaller discrepancy between the actual and
the imaged location of the bondline. The 15mm line is imaged at 15.16mm resulting in 0.16mm
(1.1%) error, while the 10mm line is imaged at 10.30mm resulting in 0.30mm (3.0%) error. This
is a reduction of 8.33 and 4.88 times in localization error respectively. These results indicate
that the optimization with the common parameter set is sufficient and there is only marginal
benefit to optimizing each individual FMC.
Each experimental sample was imaged at 5 mm intervals and the results from the analysed data
are summarized in 9a & 9b, where the maximum intensity within the region of interest R
imaged with the default and the optimized values, are shown.
The optimization values for each individual FMC are shown in figures 10b & 10a, where the
velocity fluctuates around 6322m/s with average standard deviation of 49m/s. The results
from 10b show that without prior constraints the algorithm converges the velocity to the
expected value, which is the default aluminium velocity of 6300m/s. The results also appear
to be consistent from sample to sample, as the time delays from the different samples have
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(a) Shows the sample imaged from the 15mm side
(sample layer).
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(b) The same sample imaged from the 10mm side
(sample layer).
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Figure 8: Velocity of Aluminium v = 6300m/s and the time delay td = 3.79e − 7s. Other plot
features explained in figures 5a & 5b.
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Figure 9: Shows the intensity values of the samples with default values in 9a & optimized values
in 9b. The velocity of Aluminium in both cases is v = 6300m/s. Here and throughout this
study, the ”ID” labelling identifies the sample surfaces. The odd indices represent the 15mm
layer surfaces of the samples and the adjacent even indices represent 10mm layer surfaces. For
example, the second sample block is indexed by ”ID 3” for the 15mm side and ”ID 4” for the
10mm side.

approximately the same means and standard deviations, as shown in 10a.
We can address the computational applicability of the optimization by performing the
optimization in preprocessing and selecting average common values. Thus, for simplicity the
common optimization velocity remained 6300m/s and the common time-delay is 3.79e − 07s.
11a & 11b show the comparison of the intensity increase in two distinct cases. The difference
in 11a between non-optimized verses the common v & td optimization set is quite significant.
The 10mm point shows 50 − 60% increase, while the 15mm point shows 90 − 100% increase, from
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Figure 10: Here and throughout this study, the 8 lines represent the 4 samples imaged for
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represent the 15mm sides.

which we conclude the optimization has more significant focusing effect on the points that are
farther from the array contact. This is in line with the fact that as the ultrasonic pressure wave
spreads, the power decreases with the inverse square of the distance travelled, such that points
that are farther are more affected by misalignment resulting in larger point-spread. The increase
from the common parameter set optimization to the individual set in 11b is only marginal from
0 − 2% to 1.5 − 4% for the 10mm and 15mm case respectively
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Figure 11: The plot shows the percentage increase in intensity
The localizations for the default case are given in 12a, which shows significant adhesive location
offset with relatively small variation from sample to sample. In the optimized case, the variance
of the localization is much greater, however the adhesive is imaged much more closely to its true
location as shown in 12b. Therefore, these results validate the effectiveness of this optimization
strategy, by showing clear improvement in the intensity and localization of the adhesive layer.
3.3. Optimization influence on Fisher Criterion
As discussed in subsection 2.4, here we only assess the effect of the optimization routine on
the separability of the data. Contrary to initial expectation in both cases after optimization
the separability appears to decrease slightly. Despite the better localization and the increase in
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Figure 12: The plot shows the bondline position from both sides for the optimized and nonoptimized case

intensity as shown in subsection 3.2, the variance in both location and intensity of the features
is greater, which is in line with the results shown in figures 13a,13b,14a and 14b. Another
interesting observation is that the features from 15mm side have proportionately lower average
Fisher ratio, than the 10mm side. One possible explanation is the fact that closer points allow
the array higher angular span, while points farther away have lower angular span. Furthermore,
the contaminant was applied on the 10mm side, therefore extracting data directly from the
contaminated side potentially explains the higher discrimination. Regardless of the decrease in
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Figure 13: The graphs show the mean fisher criterion of the feature vectors from the 10mm side.
The x-axis shows all valid training combinations. The features presented here are from the first
extraction location as given in subsection 2.4.
the average Fisher ratio, the results shown in figures 13a to 14b also reaffirm our supposition of
the importance of accurate localization. In addition to the effects of the increased variance, it is
also possible that the fisher criterion has been falsely inflated due to the incorrect localization,
thus implying that optimized results are true(truer) while the non-optimized are not reliable.
4. Conclusion
Imaging optimization has been performed on bonded assemblies. The optimization routines have
successfully improved the image focusing by increased coherence of the FMC by adjusting the
material velocity and the time delay. The improved focusing has resulted in better localization
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Figure 14: The graphs show the mean fisher criterion of the feature vectors from the 15mm side.
The x-axis shows all valid training combinations. The features presented here are from the first
extraction location as given in subsection 2.4.

and constructive interference leading to reduced point spread of the scatterers.
The effect of the optimization on the classification is not conclusive as it appears there is a
trade-off between the increase in variance and decrease in localization error. More studies with
potentially larger sample sets are needed to assess this more accurately.
The auto focusing requires minimal-to-no prior knowledge about the actual magnitude of the
optimization parameters. This technique could be robustly applied for cases were the exact
material properties or geometry are not known. The technique is also robust to variance in the
coupling conditions, although it is not exactly known if the former variance relates directly to
the variance of the optimized parameters. Accurate imaging is particularly important for the
subsequent localization, scattering matrix extraction and classification. Depending on imaging
distance, up to 120% improvement in imaging coherence has been observed.
4.1. Challenges
Bondline variability has been observed in the cross-sectional acoustic images of the samples
(along the length of the samples), which is attributed to the material properties of the adhesive
and the geometry of the sample. It is possible that this acoustically observed variation is the
cause of the optimized parameter set variance. A possible strategy to test the exact cause for the
time-delay is to run imaging optimization on the same sample using different thin-layer coupling
mediums and assess their effect on the focusing within the sample. A statistical distribution of
FMC sets taken at the same location, can help determine the extent of this uncertainty. The
results could also be compared with other forms of NDT such as X-ray, to determine whether
there is indeed variation in the bondline thickness.
4.2. Future Work
A number of challenges have to be overcome before the method presented in this work can be fully
utilized for weak bond assessment. The initial results have encouraged further exploration of the
versatility and the ability to test various materials, therefore the aspect of classification output
will be presented in future publications. Automation of this approach would be of particular
interest to the automotive and aerospace industries during production, post-sale equipment
maintenance and in-service testing. Also, fully automating the data acquisition process will
be necessary for the positioning, surface alignment and coupling, due to the large amount of
FMC data that is required for accurate classification or imaging. This approach could result in
increased quality assurance of the bonded assemblies in a robust and reliable way. The other
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aspects of this approach, such as thin layer optimization incorporating multi-layer refraction in
the focal laws, improvements and research outcomes, will be discussed in future publications.
Ongoing work focuses on further improving the localisation of points of interest, in a multilayer
structure through a robust automatic process. We hope this will further increase the separability
of the classification data. Finally, another potential strategy worth investigating in a future
study, that could reduce the experimental variation in the optimization set output, would be to
use constant thickness film adhesives.
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